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A desire line—also known as a game trail, social trail, herd path, cow 
path, goat track, pig trail, use trail or bootleg trail—is a path created 

as a consequence of erosion caused by human or animal footfall or 
traffic. Desire paths emerge as shortcuts where constructed ways take 

a circuitous route, have gaps, or are nonexistent. (Wikipedia)





LIFE EVERLASTING, 1953

On a boat that is no more than a board and a stretch of sail, 
I ride my dreams for myself 

on a long tack across Long Island Sound. 
I could walk on this water.

SAFE H A R BOR
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SK IPPER

White oaks and maples are freighted with green. The gypsy moth 
caterpillars that had stripped them winter-bare for three long summers 
didn’t hatch this June and now the trees, in full leaf, turn in the wind 
like tethered schooners.

No matter how diligently I begin these warm days as an adult, by noon 
I am the twelve-year-old who rides bikes, climbs trees and crews for 
her father on the choppy waters of Long Island Sound.

We never went anywhere on that boat, my father and I. Instead, we 
circled red nuns that genuflected in the whitecaps, beat to windward, 
ran to black and white striped cans with all our cotton sails hung out 
like damp laundry. Week by week only the weather changed, and the 
course: bell to nun, can to bell or green buoy, and on to a finish line 
described in the waves between pitching launches.

On the last leg of a close race, in a gusty wind, we jibe around the bell buoy. 
The jib boom snaps and breaks. From his stand at the tiller, he barks at 
me. Get up in the bow and hold that sail out! I scramble forward, lie on my 
back, thrust my tree-climbing legs against the flapping sail. It bellies and 
holds. I am spitting salt water, clinging proudly to the forestay with one 
hand. We are winning. 

A forest of masts bends and sings. Now it’s my hand on the tiller, 
piloting my little boat out of its harbor. Pepperrell Cove to the Isles 
of Shoals. Did my father teach me that boats were not built to end up 
somewhere? The earliest explorers must have sensed this. Every setting 
out is really a leaving behind. Every landfall a strange disappointment.
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FROM AWAY 

This is what the psychic said: I see your mother standing on a shore where 
perhaps there are pebbles, perhaps small waves lapping at her feet; she may 
have a hand shielding her eyes from the light of an afternoon out of which 
you will eventually appear in your boat, bringing news. Your mother wishes 
she could travel with you on your boat, but she does not dare. All the more 
important that you always come back, bringing news. Then she fell silent 
and I waited for her to tell me something else, but she didn’t speak 
again. And it happened that this was all I needed to know. 
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FLEDGE

Early May morning. Half tide. Kingfisher rattles back and forth across 
the riffled bay like someone’s lawnmower striping a verge, raising 
small twisters of insects. On the launching ramp, our sailing vessel, 
Sensei, stirs in its cradle, white hull exposed, bulging, ungainly. Nearby, 
a gull settles, half its bulk below the waterline, the other half sleek 
and trimmed to a wind which is picking up, lifting grasses, whitecaps, 
scraps of voices. 


